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ABSTRACT
Knowledge graph embedding aims to learn distributed represen-
tations for entities and relations, and are proven to be effective in
many applications. Crossover interactions — bi-directional effects
between entities and relations — help select related information
when predicting a new triple, but hasn’t been formally discussed
before. In this paper, we propose CrossE, a novel knowledge graph
embedding which explicitly simulates crossover interactions. It not
only learns one general embedding for each entity and relation as in
most previous methods, but also generates multiple triple specific
embeddings for both of them, named interaction embeddings. We
evaluate the embeddings on typical link prediction task and find
that CrossE achieves state-of-the-art results on complex and more
challenging datasets. Furthermore, we evaluate the embeddings
from a new perspective — giving explanations for predicted triples,
which is important for real applications. In this work, explanations
for a triple are regarded as reliable closed-paths between head and
tail entity. Compared to other baselines, we show experimentally
that CrossE is more capable of generating reliable explanations to
support its predictions, benefiting from interaction embeddings.
ACM Reference Format:
Wen Zhang, Bibek Paudel, Wei Zhang, Abraham Bernstein, and Huajun
Chen. 2019. Interaction Embeddings for Prediction and Explanation in
Knowledge Graphs. In The Twelfth ACM International Conference on Web
Search and Data Mining (WSDM ’19), February 11–15, 2019, Melbourne, VIC,
Australia. ACM, New York, NY, USA, 10 pages.
1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge graphs (KGs) like Yago [31], WordNet [20], and Free-
base [1] have numerous facts in the form of (head entity, relation,
tail entity), or ( h, r , t ) in short. They are useful resources for many
AI tasks such as web search [32] and question answering [42].
Knowledge graph embedding (KGE) learns distributed represen-
tations [10] for entities and relations, called entity embeddings and
relations embeddings. The embeddings are meant to preserve the
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information in a KG, and are represented as low-dimensional dense
vectors or matrices in continuous vector space.
Many KGEs have been proposed, such as tensor factorization
based RESCAL [25], translation-based TransE [3], neural tensor
network NTN [29] and linear mapping method DistMult [40]. They
are proven to be effective in many applications like knowledge
graph completion, question answering and relation extraction.
Despite their success inmodeling KGs, none of them has formally
discussed crossover interactions, which are the bi-directional ef-
fects between entities and relations. Crossover interactions are
quite common and help select related information when predicting
new triples. Proper information selection is necessary during pre-
diction because there are various information about each entity and
relation in KGs. Crossover interactions include interactions from
relations to entities and interactions from entities to relations.
Figure 1: A hypothetical knowledge graph. Nodes and edges repre-
sent entities and relations. Solid lines represent existing triples and
dashed lines represent triples to be predicted.
We explain the notion of crossover interactions with a running
example. Given the subgraph in Figure 1, consider the task of pre-
dicting (X, isFatherOf, ?). There are six triples about entity X, but
only four of them — (X, hasWife, Z ), (X, fatherIs, Y ), (Y, isFatherOf,
X ), (S, hasChild, X ) — are related to this prediction, because they
describe family relationships and are helpful to infer father-child
relationship. The other two triples describing the career of X do
not provide valuable information for this task.In this way, the rela-
tion isFatherOf affects the information of entities to be chosen for
inference. We refer this as interaction from relations to entities.
In Figure 1, there are also two inference paths about the relation
isFatherOf, but only one of them — (X
hasW if e−−−−−−−−→ Z hasChild−−−−−−−−→ M)
— is relevant for predicting (X, isFatherOf, ?), because information
about (X, hasWife, ?) is available but (?, fatherIs, X ) is not. In this
way, the information of entities also affect the inference path of
relations to use for inference. We refer this as interactions from
entities to relations.
Considering crossover interactions in KGE, the embeddings
for both entities and relations in specific triples should capture
their interactions, and be different when involving different triples.
However, most previous methods like TransE [3] learn a general
embedding, which is assumed to preserve all information for each
entity and relation. They ignore the interactions for both entities
and relations. Some methods like TransH [37] and TransG [38]
learn either multiple entity or relation embeddings but not both
at the same time. They ignore that the crossover interactions are
bi-directional and affect both entities and relations at the same time.
In this paper, we propose CrossE, a novel KGE which explicitly
simulates crossover interactions. It not only learns one general em-
bedding for each entity and relation, but also generates multiple
triple specific embeddings, called interaction embeddings, for both
of them. The interaction embeddings are generated via a relation
specific interaction matrix. Given a (h, r , t), there are mainly four
steps in CrossE: 1) generate interaction embeddings hI for head
entity h; 2) generate interaction embeddings rI for relation r ; 3)
combine interaction embeddings hI and rI together; 4) compare
the similarity of combined embedding with tail entity embedding t.
We evaluate the embeddings on canonical link prediction task.
The experiment results show that CrossE achieves state-of-the-art
results on complex and more challenging datasets and exhibits the
effectiveness of modeling crossover interactions in KGE.
Furthermore, we also propose an additional evaluation scheme
for KGEs from the perspective of explaining their predictions. Link
prediction task only evaluates the accuracy of KGEs at predicting
missing triples, without explaining the predictions. But in real
applications, it is valuable to give explanations for predictions, as
they will likely improve the reliability of predicted results. To the
best of our knowledge this is the first work to address both link
prediction and its explanation of KGE.
The process of generating explanations for one triple (h, r , t) is
modeled as searching reliable paths from h to t and similar struc-
tures to support the path explanations. We evaluate the quality of
explanations based on Recall and Average Support. Recall reflects
the coverage of triples that a KGE can generate explanations for
and Average Support reflects the reliability of the explanations. Our
evaluation on explanations show that CrossE, benefiting from inter-
action embeddings, is more capable of giving reliable explanations
than other methods, including TransE [3] and ANALOGY [19].
In summary, our contributions in this paper are the following:
• We propose CrossE, a new KGE which models crossover inter-
actions of entities and relations by learning an interaction matrix.
• We evaluate CrossEwith various other KGEs on link prediction
task with three benchmark datasets and show that CrossE achieves
state-of-the-art results on complex and more challenging datasets
with a modest parameter size.
• We propose a new evaluation scheme for embeddings, search-
ing explanations for the predictions, and show that CrossE is able
to generate more reliable explanations than other methods. The
evaluations suggest that interaction embeddings are better at cap-
turing similarities between entities and relations in the different
contexts of triples.
This paper is organized as follows. We review the literature in
Section 2. We describe our model in Section 3 and explanation
scheme in Section 4. We present the experimental results in Sec-
tion 5 before concluding in Section 6.
2 RELATEDWORK
Knowledge graph embedding (KGE) aims to embed a knowledge
graph into continuous vector space and learns dense low dimen-
sional representations for entities and relations. Various types of
KGE methods have been proposed and majority of them learn the
relationship between entities using training triples in a knowledge
graph. Somemethods also utilize extra information, such as random
walks, external text corpus and hierarchical type information to
improve the quality of embeddings. Our work focuses on learning
from triples in a knowledge graph without extra information, so we
mainly summarize those methods in this section. Considering the
requirement of multiple representations for entities and relations
from crossover interactions, prior studies are classified into two
classes: (1) methods learning a general embedding for each entity
and relation, and (2) methods learning multiple representations for
either of them. In the end we also briefly summarize the methods
that learn embeddings using extra information.
KGEs with general embeddings. Existing embedding meth-
odswith general embeddings all represent entities as low-dimensional
vectors and relations as operations that combine the representa-
tions of head entity and tail entity. Most methods are proposed
with different assumptions in vector space and model the knowl-
edge graph from different perspectives. The first translation-based
method TransE [3] regards a relation as translation from head en-
tity to tail entity and assumes that the relation-specific translation
of head entity should be close to the tail entity vector. It repre-
sents each relation as a single vector. RESCAL [25] regards the
knowledge graph as a multi-hot tensor and learns the entity vector
representation and relation matrix representation via collective
tensor factorization. HOLE [24], which is a compositional vector
space model, utilizes the interactions between different dimensions
of embedding vectors and employs circular correlation to create
compositional representations. RDF2Vec [26] uses graph walks and
Weisfeiler-Lehman subtree RDF kernels to generate entity sequence
and regards the entity sequence as sequence of words in natural lan-
guage, then follows word2vec to generate embeddings for entities
but not relations. NTN [29] represents each relation as a bilinear
tensor operator followed by a linear matrix operator. ProjE [28]
users a simpler but effective shared variable neural network method.
DistMult [40] learns embeddings from a bilinear objective where
each relation is represented as a linear mapping matrix from head
entity to tail entity. It successfully captures the compositional se-
mantics of relations. ComplEx [34] makes use of complex valued
embeddings to handle both symmetric and antisymmetric relations
because the Hermitian dot product of real values is commutative
while for complex values it is not commutative. ANALOGY [19] is
proposed from the analogical inference point of view and based on
the linear mapping assumption. It adds normality and commuta-
tively requirement constrains to the matrices for relations so as to
improve the capability of modeling analogical inference.It achieves
the state-of-the-art results on link prediction task.
All these methods learn a general embedding for each entity and
relation. They ignore the crossover interactions between entities
and relations when inferring a new triple in different scenarios.
KGEs with multiple embeddings Some KGEs learn multiple
embeddings for entities or relations under various considerations.
Structured Embedding (SE) [4] assumes that the head entity and
tail entity in the same triple should be close to each other in some
subspace that depends on the relation. It represents each relation
with two different matrices to transfer head entity and tail entity.
ORC [43] focuses on the one-relation-circle and proposes to learn
two different representations for each entity, one as a head entity
and another as a tail entity. TransH [37] notices that TransE has
trouble dealing with 1-N, N-1, and N-N relations. It learns a specific
hyperplane for each relation and represents the relation as a vec-
tor close to its hyperplane. Entities are projected onto the relation
hyperplane when involving a triple with this relation. TransR [18]
considers that various relations focus on different aspects of entities.
It represents the aspects by projecting entities from entity space
to relation space and gets various relation specific embeddings for
each entity. CTransR [18] is an extension of TransR that considers
correlations under each relation type by clustering diverse head-
tail entity pairs into groups and learning distinct relation vectors
for each group. TransD [12] is a more fine-grained model which
constructs a dynamic mapping matrix for each entity-relation pair
considering the diversity of entities and relations simultaneously.
TranSparse [13] is proposed to deal with the heterogeneity and im-
balance of knowledge graph for relations and entities. It represents
the transfer matrices with adaptive sparse matrices and the sparse
degrees for the transfer matrices is determined by the number of
entities linked by this relation.
These methods mostly consider the effects on entities from rela-
tions and learn multiple representations for entities. But they learn
general embeddings for relations and ignore the interaction from
entities to relations.
KGEs that utilize extra information Some KGEs learn em-
beddings utilizing not only training triples in a knowledge graph,
but also extra information such as path rules from random walks.
RTransE [6], PTransE [17] and CVSM [21] utilize the path rules as
additional constrains to improves the embeddings. [35] considers
three types of physical rules and one logical rule, and formulates
the inference in knowledge graph as an integer linear programming
problem. [15] and TKRL [39] propose that the hierarchical type
information of entities is of great significance for representation
learning in knowledge graphs. [15] considers entities types as hard
constraints in latent variable models for KGs and TKRL considers
hierarchical types as projection matrices for entities.
3 CrossE: MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this section we provide the details of our model CrossE. Our
model simulates the crossover interactions between entities and
relations by learning an interaction matrix to generate multiple
specific interaction embeddings.
In ourmethod, each entity and relation is represented bymultiple
embeddings: (a) a general embedding, which preserves high-level
properties, and (b) multiple interaction embeddings, which preserve
specific properties and information about crossover interactions.
The interaction embeddings are obtained through Hadamard prod-
ucts among general embeddings and an interaction matrix C
We denote a knowledge graph as K = {E,R,T}, where E,R,T
represent the sets of entities, relations and triples respectively. The
number of entities is ne , the number of relations is nr , and the
dimension of embeddings is d . Bold letters denote embeddings.
E ∈ Rne×d is the matrix of general entity embeddings with each
row representing an entity embedding. Similarly, R ∈ Rnr×d is the
matrix of general relation embeddings.C ∈ Rnr×d is the interaction
matrix with each row related to a specific relation.
The basic idea of CrossE is illustrated in Figure 2. The general
embeddings (E for entities and R for relations) and interaction
matrix C are represented in the shaded boxes. The interaction
embeddings Ec and Rc are the results of crossover interactions
between entities and relations. Note that E,R, andC are parameters
that need to be learned. The interaction embeddings Ec and Rc do
not need to be learned as they are fully specified by the interaction
operation on general embeddings.
Figure 2: Overview of CrossE. Crossover interactions be-
tween general embeddings (E and R) and interaction matrix
(C) resulting in interaction embeddings (unshaded boxes).
We now explain the score function and training objective of
CrossE. Head entity h, tail entity t, and relation r correspond to high-
dimensional ‘one-hot’ index vectors xh , xt and xr . The learned
general embeddings of h, r and t are written as:
h = x⊤h E, t = x
⊤
t E, r = x
⊤
r R (1)
In CrossE, we define a score function for every triple such that valid
triples receive high scores and invalid triples receive low scores.
The score function has four parts and we describe them next.
(1) Interaction Embedding for Entities. To simulate the ef-
fect from relation to head entity, we define the interaction operation
applied to head entity as:
hI = cr ◦ h (2)
, where ◦ denotes Hadamard product, an element-wise operator that
has been proved to be effective andwidely used in previousmethods,
such as [24] and [34]. We call hI the interaction embedding of h.
Here, cr ∈ R1×d is a relation specific variable which we get from
the interaction matrix C as in (3). As cr depends on relation r , there
are as many interaction embeddings of h as there are relations.
cI = x⊤I C (3)
(2) Interaction Embedding for Relations. The second inter-
action operation applies to the relations so as to simulate the effects
from head entities. This interaction operation is defined in (4). Sim-
ilar to (2), this is the Hadamard product of hI and r and we call rI
the interaction embedding of r . For every head entity, there is an
interaction embedding of r .
rI = hI ◦ r (4)
(3) Combination Operator The third step is to get the com-
bined representation and we formulate it in a nonlinear way:
qhr = tanh(hI + rI + b) (5)
, where b ∈ R1×d is a global bias vector. tanh(z) = ez−e−zez+e−z , in
which the output is bounded from −1 to 1. It is used to ensure the
combined representation share the same distribution interval (both
negative values and positive values) with the entity representation.
(4) Similarity Operator The fourth step is to calculate the sim-
ilarity between combined representation qhr and general tail entity
representation t:
f (h, r , t) = s(h,r,t ) = σ (qhr t⊤) (6)
,where dot product is used to calculate the similarity and σ (z) =
1
1+e−z is a nonlinear function to constrain the score s(h,r,t ) ∈ [0, 1].
The overall score function is as follows:
f (h, r , t) = σ (tanh(cr ◦ h + cr ◦ h ◦ r + b)t⊤) (7)
To evaluate the effectiveness of the crossover interactions, we
devise a simplified CrossE called CrossES by removing the inter-
action embeddings and using only the general embeddings in the
score function:
fS (h, r , t) = σ (tanh(h + r + b)t⊤) (8)
Loss functionWe formalize a log likelihood loss function with
negative sampling as the objective for training:
L(K) = −
∑
(h,r,t )∈K
∑
x ∈B(h,r,t )
[
loд(l(x)f (x))
+ loд(1 − l(x))(1 − f (x))] + λ∑ ∥θ ∥22
Here, B(h, r , t) is the bag of positive examples with label 1 and
negative examples with label 0 generated for (h, r , t). The label
of example x is given by l(x). For (h, r , t), positive examples are
(h, r , e) ∈ K and negative examples are (h, r , e) < K . The factor λ
controls the L2 regularization of model parameters θ = {E,R,C, b}.
The goal of the training procedure is to minimize L(K) and we train
it iteratively using a gradient based approach.
Number of Parameters. The total number of parameters for
CrossE is (ne +2nr +1)×d , as there are ne +nr general embeddings,
nr additional embeddings from the interaction matrix, and a bias
term. Note that interaction embeddings are fully specified by these
parameters. While predicting head entities, we model the task as
the inverse of tail entity prediction, e.g., (t , r−1,h). In such cases, we
need 2nr more embeddings for inverse relations. Since nr ≪ ne in
most knowledge graphs, this does not add a lot of extra parameters.
The main benefits of CrossE compared to existing KGEs are
as follows: (1) For an entity and a relation, the representations used
during a specific triple inference are interaction embeddings (not
general embeddings), which simulate the selection of different in-
formation for different triple predictions. (2) Multiple interaction
embeddings for each entity and relation provide richer representa-
tions and generalization capability. We argue that they are capable
of capturing different latent properties depending on the context
of interactions. This is because each interaction embedding can
select different similar entities and relations when involving differ-
ent triples. (3) It learns one general embedding for each entity and
relation, and uses them to generate interaction embeddings. This
results in much less extra parameters than when learning multiple
independent embeddings for each entity and relation.
4 EXPLANATIONS FOR PREDICTIONS
In this section, we describe how we generate explanations for pre-
dicted triples. Explanations are valuable when KGEs are imple-
mented in real applications as they help improve the reliability of
and trust from people on the predicted results. The balance between
predicting accuracy and explanation has already attracted research
attention in other areas, such as recommender systems [9, 36].
We first introduce the motivation for our explanation scheme,
followed by our embedding-based path-searching algorithm.
4.1 Background
Similar to inference chains and logical rules, meaningful paths from
h to t can be regarded as explanations for a predicted triple (h, r , t).
For example, in Figure 1, the fact that X is father of M can be inferred
by (X ,hasW i f e,Z ) and (Z ,haschild,M).
X
hasW if e−−−−−−−−→ Z hasChild−−−−−−−−→ M ⇒ X isFatherOf−−−−−−−−−−−→ M (9)
The right-hand side of the implication "⇒" is called conclusion and
the left-hand side is premise. Premise is an explanation for the conclu-
sion. In the above example, the path X
hasW if e−−−−−−−−→ Z hasChild−−−−−−−−→ M
is one explanation for the triple (X , isFatherO f ,M).
Searching paths between head entity and tail entity is the the
first step for giving explanations for a triple. There are multiple
works focusing on mining such paths as rules or features for predic-
tion, e.g., AMIE+ [5] and PRA [16], in which the paths are searched
and pruned based on random walks and statistical significance. An
important aspect of efficient path search is the volume of search
space. Selecting the candidate start entities and relations is the key
point of reducing search space. Good embeddings can be useful
for candidate selection with less effects on path searching results,
because they are supposed to capture the similarity semantics of en-
tities and relations. Thus giving explanations for predicted triples by
searching for reliable paths based on embeddings not only improve
the reliability of predicted results but also is a new perspective of
evaluating embedding qualities.
In this paper, the explanation reliability for triple (h, r , t) is eval-
uated with the number of similar structures in knowledge graph,
on which the inferences are mainly based, as noted by [23]. Two
similar structures contain same relations but different specific en-
tities. For example, Figure 3 is a subgraph with similar structures
from Figure 1.
Figure 3: Similar structures for the example subgraph in Figure 1.
The left and right subgraph in Figure 3 are similar structures, as
they both contain three entities e1, e2, e3, a triple e1
isFatherOf−−−−−−−−−−−→
e3, and a path e1
hasW if e−−−−−−−−→ e2 hasChild−−−−−−−−→ e3. Thus the left sub-
graph is a support for (X , isFatherO f ,M) with path explanation
X
hasW if e−−−−−−−−→ Z hasChild−−−−−−−−→ M and vice versa. They support the
reasonable existence and path explanation of each other. In general,
the more similar structure support an explanation has, the more
reliable it is.
4.2 Embedding-based explanation search
During the embedding-based explanation search, we first select
candidate entities and relations embedding similarity to reduce the
search space before generating explanations for a triple (h, r , t). The
candidate selection is related with the quality of embeddings and
will directly affect the final explanations. We assume the similarity
of vector embeddings are related to Euclidean distance and matrix
embeddings are related to Frobenuis norm. Then based in selected
candidates, we do exhaustive search for explanations which in-
volves (1) searching closed-paths from h to t as explanations and
(2) searching similar structures for the explanations as support.
More specifically, there are four main steps:
• Step 1: Search similar relations. Find top kr relations sim-
ilar to r , denoted by the set Sr = {r1, r2, ..., rt }, as possible first
steps for path search. This step helps to prune unreasonable paths.
For example, the path h hasFr iend−−−−−−−−−→ c l ikes−−−−→ b doesn’t indicate
the relationship h l iveIn−−−−−→ b even if it may have a lot of support,
because hasFriend is not related with the inference of liveIn. To
avoid such meaningless paths, the search is constrained to begin
with relations similar to r , which are more likely to describe the
same aspect of an entity.
• Step 2: Search paths between h and t . Search a set of path
P = {p |(h,p, t) ∈ K}. For simplicity, we consider paths with length
less than three as in [40]. There are six types of paths corresponding
to six similar structures as shown in Table 1. The six possible paths
are: p1 = {h rs−→ t}, p2 = {h rs←− h}, p3 = {h rs←− ◦ r
′
−→ h}, p4 =
{h rs←− ◦ r
′
←− h}, p5 = {h rs−→ ◦ r
′
−→ h}, p6 = {h rs−→ ◦ r
′
←− h}. Here,
◦ and r ′ denote any entity and relation in KG. To search for paths
with length two, we apply a bi-direction search strategy. Take p5
as an example, we first find two entity sets E1 = {e |(h, rs , e) ∈ K}
and E2 = {e |(e, r ′, t) ∈ K, r ′ ∈ R}. Then we get the path via
intersection entities of E1 and E2, p = {(h rs−→ ◦ r
′
−→ t)|(e, r ′, t) ∈
K, e ∈ E1 ∩ E2}.
• Step 3: Search similar entities. Find top ke similar entities
for h, denoted by the set Sh = {h1,h2, ...,hk }. and check for cor-
responding tail entity ts of (hs , r , ?) in the KG, where hs ∈ Sh .
The tail checking results depend on the quality of selected similar
entities, therefore the more capable a KGE is in capturing similarity
between entities, the higher is the probability that (hs , r , ts ) exist.
• Step 4: Search similar structures as support. Find support
for path p ∈ P from step 2 based on the similar entities from step
3. If (hs ,p, ts ) ∈ K , regard the path p as an explanation for (h, r , t)
and ((hs ,p, rs ), (hs , r , ts )) as a support for this explanation. We only
consider the paths with at least one support in knowledge graph as
explanations.
We summarize the process of embedding-based explanation
search in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Search explanations for predicted triple (h, r , t)
Require: Knowledge graph K , relation and entity embeddings R and E
Ensure: Explanations for (h, r, t ) and their supports.
1: Explanation set E = ∅, Support set S = ∅
2: Select the set Sr of top kr similar relations for r
3: Search the corresponding path set P = {p |(h, p, t ) ∈ K } for each type:
direct search for similar structure type 1 and type 2, and bidirectional
search for type 3, type 4, type 5, and type 6.
4: Select the set Sh of top ke similar entities for h
5: for p ∈ P do
6: if (hs , p, ts ) ∈ K and hs ∈ Sh then
7: E ← E ∪ p
8: S ← S ∪ ((hs , p, ts ), (hs , r, ts ))
9: end if
10: end for
In order to make explanations and support more clear, in Table 1,
we give real examples of path explanations and their supports based
on the CrossE embeddings (Section 5.3 provides details about the
implementation). For each types of path, we list a predicted triple
with this kind of path explanation and one example support from
the embedding-based explanation search results of CrossE. It is
expected that the reliability of predicted triple increases when end-
users are also provided with the explanation and its support in the
form of similar path structures.
5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We begin this section by describing datasets used in our experi-
ments. We then explain a comparative study of different KGEs on
two main tasks: (a) link prediction, and (b) generating explanations
for predicted triples.
5.1 Datasets
We use three popular benchmark datasets: WN18 and FB15k in-
troduced in [3], and FB15k-237 proposed by [33]. They are either
subset of WordNet [20], a large lexical knowledge base about Eng-
lish, or Freebase [1], a huge knowledge graph describing general
facts in the world. The details of these datasets are given in Table 2.
5.2 Evaluation I: Link Prediction
In this section, we evaluate the embeddings on canonical link predic-
tion task, which contains two subtasks, one is tail entity prediction
(h, r , ?) and the other one is head entity prediction (?, r , t).
5.2.1 Evaluation Metrics. The link prediction evaluation follows
the same protocol as in previous works, in which all entities in the
dataset are candidate predictions. During head entity prediction for
(h, r , t), we replace the h with each entity and calculate their scores
according to score function given by (7). Then we rank the scores
in descending order and regard the rank of h as prediction result.
The tail entity prediction is done similarly.
Head entity Relation Tail entity
Ty
pe
1 Predicted triple Mel Gibson award nominations Best Director
Explanation Mel Gibson awards won Best Director
Support Vangelis award nominations Best Original MusicalVangelis awards won Best Original Musical
Ty
pe
2 Predicted triple Aretha Franklin influenced Kings of Leon
Explanation Kings of Leon influenced by Aretha Franklin
Support Michael Jackson influenced Lady GagaLady Gaga influenced by Michael Jackson
Ty
pe
3
Predicted triple Cayuga County containedby New York
Explanation Auburn capital of Cayuga CountyAuburn containedby New York
Support
Onondaga County containedby New York
Syracuse capital of Onondaga County
Syracuse containedby New York
Ty
pe
4
Predicted triple South Carolina country USA
Explanation Columbia state South CarolinaUnited States of America contains Columbia
Support
Mississippi country USA
Jackson state Mississippi
United States of America contains Jackson
Ty
pe
5
Predicted triple World War I entity involved German Empire
Explanation World War I commanders Erich LudendorffErich Ludendorff military commands German Empire
Support
Falklands War entity involved United Kingdom
Falklands War commanders Margaret Thatcher
Margaret Thatcher military commands United Kingdom
Ty
pe
6
Predicted triple Northwestern University major field of study Computer Science
Explanation Northwestern University specialization Artificial intelligenceComputer Science specialization Artificial intelligence
Support
Stockholm University major field of study Philosophy
Stockholm University specialization Political_philosoph
Philosophy specialization Political_philosoph
Table 1: Six similar structures with real examples of explanations and support for predictions made by CrossE.
Dataset | E | | R | |Train Set | |Validation Set | |Test Set |
WN18 40,943 18 141,442 5,000 5,000
FB15k 14,951 1,345 483,142 500,00 59,071
FB5k-237 14,541 237 272,115 17,535 20,466
Table 2: Datasets statistics.
Aggregating the head and tail entity prediction ranks of all test
triples, there are three evaluation matrices: The Mean Rank(MR),
Mean Reciprocal Rank(MRR) and Hit@N, which is the proportion of
ranking scores within N of all test triples.MRR is similar toMR but
more immune to extremely bad case. Similar to most recent works,
we evaluate CrossE on MRR and Hit@1, Hit@3 and Hit@10.
We also apply filter and raw settings. In filter setting, we filter all
candidate triples in train, test or validation datasets before ranking,
as they are not negative samples. Raw is the setting without filtering.
5.2.2 Implementation Details. Parameter initialization are as fol-
lows: E,R and C are initialized from the uniform distribution
U [− 6√
d
, 6√
d
] as suggested in [7]. b is initialized to zero.
The positive samples for training triple (h, r , t) are generated
by retrieving all (h, r , e) ∈ Ktrain . Negative triples are generated
randomly by sampling n entities such that (h, r , e) < Ktrain .
The head entity prediction (?, r , t) is transformed to (t , r−1, ?) in
which r−1 is the inverse relation of r . We generate inverse triples
(t , r−1,h) for each (h, r , t) during training, as done in [17, 21].
We implement our model using TensorFlow with Adaptive Mo-
ment Estimation (Adam) [14] optimizer and dropout [30] with
dropout rate 0.5 applied to similarity operator given in (6). The
maximum training iteration is set to 500 for all datasets.
The configurations for the results of CrossE are as follows: num-
ber of negative examples n = 50, learning rate r = 0.01, dimension
parameters WN18 FB15k
Unstructured [2] ned 38.2 6.3
RESCAL[25] ned + nrd2 52.8 44.1
NTN [29] ned + nr (sd2 + 2sd + 2s) 66.1 41.4
SE [4] ned + 2nrd 80.5 39.8
LFM [11] ned + nrd2 81.6 33.1
TransH[37] ned + 2nrd 86.7 64.4
TransE[3] ned + nrd 89.2 47.1
TransR[18] ned + nrd2 + nrd 92.0 68.4
RTransE [6] ned + nrd - 76.2
TransD[12] 2ned + 2nrd 92.2 77.3
CTransR [18] ned + nrd2 92.3 70.3
KG2E [8] 2ned + 2nrd 93.2 74.0
STransE [22] ned + nrd + 2nrd2 93.4 79.7
DistMult [40] ned + nrd2 93.6 78.3
TranSparse [13] ned + nrd + (1 − θ )nrd2 93.9 79.9
PTransE-MUL [17] ned + nrd - 77.7
PTransE-RNN [17] ned + nrd + d2 - 82.2
PTransE-ADD [17] ned + nrd - 84.6
ComplEx [34] 2ned + 2ned 94.7 84.0
ANALOGY [19] ned + nrd 94.7 85.4
HolE [24] ned + nrd 94.9 73.9
CrossE ned + 2nrd + d 95.0 87.5†
CrossES ned + nrd + d 87.3 72.7
Table 3: HIT@10(filter) results of 22 KGEs on WN18 and FB15k.
"-" indicates missing results form original paper. Boldface scores
are the best results among all methods. Underlined scores are the
better ones between CrossE and CrossES . In parameters column, ne
and nr denote number of entities and relations respectively, d is the
embedding dimension, s is the number of hidden nodes of a neural
network, θ is the sparse degree of matrix.
d = 100, regularizer parameter λ = 10−4 and batch-size B = 2048
for WN18; n = 50, r = 0.01, d = 300, λ = 10−6 and B = 4000 for
FB15K; n = 50, r = 0.01, d = 100, λ = 10−5 and B = 4000 for
FB15k-237. CrossES is trained with the same parameters.
5.2.3 Link Prediction Results. In Table 3, we show the results of
CrossE and 21 baselines with their published results of Hit@10
(filter) on WN18 and FB15k from the original papers 1. This repre-
sents the most applied evaluation metric on the most commonly
used datasets in prior works, as we want to compare with as many
baselines as possible.
For fair comparison, models using external information such as
text are not considered as baselines.
All CrossE results that are significantly different from the second-
best results are marked with †. We used one-sample proportion test
at the 5% p-value level for testing the statistical significances 2.
In Table 4, we compare CrossE with seven baseline methods
whose MRR, Hit@1 and Hit@3 results are available. The perfor-
mance score of TransE, DistMult andComplEx are from [34], RESCAL
and HOLE from [24], ANALOGY from [19] and R-GCN from [27].
In Table 5, we separately show the link prediction results of
CrossE on FB15k-237, as this is a recently proposed more challenge
dataset and there are fewer baselines to compare than with WN18
and FB15k. We gather as many baselines as possible for FB15k-237
and list them in Table 5. The results of DistMult, Node+LinkFeat
and Neural LP are from [41], and of R-GCN and R-GCN+ from
the original paper [27]. For ComplEx and ANALOGY, we used the
published code of [19]3 to search the best parameters among all
possible combination of embedding dimension d ∈ {100, 200} and
regularizer weight λ ∈ {10−1, 10−2, 10−3}with six negative samples
as used in the ANALOGY paper [19] 4. The parameters used for
ComplEx and ANALOGY are d = 100, λ = 10−1.
WN18 FB15k
MRR Hit@ MRR Hit@
filter/raw 1 3 filter/raw 1 3
RESCAL 0.890 / 0.603 84.2 90.4 35.4 /18.9 23.5 40.9
TransE 0.455 / 0.335 8.9 82.3 38.0 / 22.1 23.1 47.2
DistMult 0.822 / 0.532 72.8 91.4 65.4 / 24.2 54.6 73.3
HolE 0.938 / 0.616 93.0 94.5 52.4 / 23.2 40.2 61.3
ComplEx 0.941 / 0.587 93.6 94.5 69.2 / 24.2 59.9 75.9
ANALOGY 0.942 / 0.657 93.9 94.4 72.5 / 25.3 64.6 78.5
R-GCN 0.819 / 0.561 69.7 92.9 69.6/26.2 60.1 76.0
CrossE 0.830 / 0.570 74.1 93.1 72.8 / 26.7 63.4 80.2†
CrossES 0.469 / 0.396 21.7 70.6 46.4 / 25.4 28.4 61.9
Table 4: Link prediction results on WN18 and FB15k.
For WN18 (Table 3), CrossE achieves Hit@10 results that are
comparable to the best baselines. On the same dataset (Table 4),
CrossE achieves better results than a majority of baselines on MRR,
Hit@1 and Hit@3. With only 18 relations, WN18 is a simpler dataset
1We follow the established practice in the KGE literature to compare link-prediction
performance with published results on the same benchmarks.
2Similar to [19], we conducted the proportion tests on the Hit@k scores but not on
MRR. Proportion tests cannot be applied to non-proportional scores such as MRR.
3https://github.com/quark0/ANALOGY
4Our parameter search includes the same range of values used in the original papers,
and the best parameters obtained for FB15.
FB15k-237
MRR MRR Hit@1 Hit@3 Hit@10
(raw) (filter) (filter) (filter) (filter)
DistMult - 0.25 - - 40.8
Node+LinkFeat - 0.23 - - 34.7
Neural LP* - 0.24 - - 36.2
R-GCN 0.158 0.248 15.3 25.8 41.4
R-GCN+ 0.156 0.249 15.1 26.4 41.7
ComplEx 0.120 0.221 13.2 24.4 40.8
ANALOGY 0.118 0.219 13.1 24.0 40.5
CrossE 0.177 0.299 21.1† 33.1† 47.4†
CrossES 0.064 0.110 6.7 11.7 19.8
Table 5: Link prediction results on FB15k-237.
compared to FB15k. We can see in Table 4 that each method per-
forms well on WN18 and much better than FB15k. For example, the
scores of Hit@3 on WN18 with all methods are above 90% while
the best score on FB15k is just around 80%.
For FB15k (Table 3 and Table 4) we see that CrossE achieves
state-of-the-art results on majority evaluation metrics, including
MRR, Hit@3, and Hit@10. These results support that CrossE can
better encode the diverse relations in knowledge graph, as FB15k is a
complex linked dataset with 1, 345 relations and is more challenging
to model thanWN18. Compared to ANALOGY, which achieves best
results on Hit@1, CrossE performs better on Hit@3 and Hit@10,
two metrics that we think are more fair to evaluate all relations,
because there are four different relation types in knowledge graph,
1-to-1, 1-to-many, many-to-1 and many-to-many. Based on the
Open World Assumption, the correct answer for link prediction on
1-to-many, many-to-1 and many-to-many relations might be more
than 1 even under the filter setting. Thus we think Hit@3, Hit@10
are better evaluation metrics for those datasets with diverse types
of relations such as FB15k, in which there are 26.2% 1-to-1 relations,
22.7% 1-to-many, 28.3% and 22.8% many-to-many relations.
For FB15k-237 (Table 5), CrossE achieves state-of-the-art results
and significant improvements compared to all baselines on all eval-
uation metrics. Compared to FB15k, FB15k-237 removes the redun-
dant triples containing inverse relation information leakage that
can be captured by simpler approaches to achieve good prediction
result [33]. Without properly encoding the diverse semantics in
knowledge graph, a method can’t achieve good performance on
FB15k-237. The significant performance improvement achieved by
CrossE indicates that it is more capable of capturing and utilizing
the complex semantics in knowledge graph during prediction.
Compared to the simpler model CrossES , CrossE performs much
better on all three datasets(Table 3, Table 4, Table 5). As the only
difference between them is whether there are crossover interactions
between entities and relations or not, the huge performance dif-
ference shows the importance of modeling crossover interactions,
which is common during inference on knowledge graphs with di-
verse topics.
Table 6 compares Hit@10 (filter) results on FB15k after mapping
different relation types, 1-to-1, 1-to-many, many-to-1 and many-to-
many represented as 1-1, 1-N, N-1 and N-N respectively, because
we want to investigate which type of relations CrossE can encode
better. The separate rules of relation types follows [3].
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Figure 4: Evaluation results on generating explanations with different KGEs. 4(a) shows Recall and AvgSupport with ke = 10,
kr = 3. 4(b) shows Recall and AvgSupport for CrossE with kr ∈ [1, 5]. 4(c) shows AvgSupport with ke = 10 and kr ∈ [1, 5].
1-1 1-N N-1 N-N
(head/tail) (head/tail) (head/tail) (head/tail)
Unstructured 34.5/34.3 2.5/4.2 6.1/1.9 6.6/6.6
SE 35.6/34.9 62.6/14.6 17.2/68.3 37.5/41.3
SME(linear) 35.1/32.7 53.7/14.9 19.0/61.6 40.3/43.3
SME(Bilinear) 30.9/28.2 69.6/13.1 19.9/76.0 38.6/41.8
TransE 43.7/43.7 65.7/19.7 18.2/66.7 47.2/50.0
TransH 66.8/65.5 87.6/39.8 28.7/83.3 64.5/67.2
TransD 86.1/85.4 95.5/50.6 39.8/94.4 78.5/81.2
TransR 78.8/79.2 89.2/37.4 34.1/90.4 69.2/72.1
CTransR 81.5/80.8 89.0/38.6 34.7/90.1 71.2/73.8
CrossE 88.2† /87.7† 95.7†/75.1† 64.2†/92.3 88.1†/90.8†
CrossES 78.6/81.6 85.1/54.2 45.3 /85.8 71.7/76.7
Table 6: Hit@10 on FB15k by mapping to different relation types.
From Table 6 we see that CrossE significantly outperforms all
other embedding methods except in the tail prediction for N-1 rela-
tions. CrossE achieves significant improvement, with 11.7% average
improvement, on the more difficult tasks with more multiple correct
answers including the head prediction for N-1 relations, the tail
prediction for 1-N relations and both head and tail prediction for
N-N relations. As a result, CrossE performance is more balanced
than other methods on different types of relations.
5.3 Evaluation II: Generating Explanations
5.3.1 Evaluation. Aggregating all the path explanations and their
supports from embedding results, we evaluate the capability of
a KGE to generate explanations from two perspectives: (1) the
fraction of triples (out of all test triples) that it can give explanations
for (Recall), (2) the average support among the triples for which
it can find explanations (AvgSupport). We argue that higher the
AvgSupport for a triple, the more reliable the explanation will be.
Generally, a KGE that can generate better explanations will
achieve higher Recall and AvgSupport when selecting the same
number of similar entities (ke ) and relations (kr ).
5.3.2 Experimental Details. For the explanation experiment, we
use the FB15k dataset. We choose two different KGEs as baselines
to compare with CrossE. One is the popular translation-based em-
bedding method TransE and the other is the linear-mapping based
embedding method ANALOGY which achieves one of the best
results in the link prediction task.
The embeddings of CrossE used for searching explanations are
those used in the link prediction experiment. We re-implement
TransE ourselves and the implementation of ANALOGY is from [19].
The embeddings used for similar entity and relation selection are the
representations for head entities and relations when they involved
specific triples, which are interaction embeddings in CrossE and
general embeddings in TransE and ANALOGY.
5.3.3 Explanation Results. The results are summarized in Figure 4.
In Figure 4(a), we see that when selecting ten similar entities and
three similar relations, the recall of three methods varies from 0.26
to 0.43 and theAvgSupport varies from 5 to 566. ANALOGY achieves
the best results on Recall while it can give only a few examples for
each explanation, quantified by itsAvgSupport performance. TransE
achieves the lowest recall but has about ten times more AvgSupport
than ANALOGY for each triple. CrossE achieves the second best
result in recall and has about 100 times more AvgSupport than
ANALOGY. From the perspective of giving reliable explanations
for predicted triples, CrossE outperforms the baselines.
The explanation and similar structures search are based on the
similar entity and relation selection results. CrossE generates mul-
tiple crossover embeddings for entities and relations. Based on the
interaction embeddings, the similar items for each entity or relation
are different when it involves different triples. This makes CrossE
more efficient at selecting similar items which will results in better
explanation results. Based on the general embeddings, the similar
items selection results will always be the same regardless of the
triple-specific context. In our opinion, this is why the AvgSupport
of CrossE is much higher than of TransE and ANALOGY.
In Figure 4(b), we see that recall improves slightly when increas-
ing the number of similar relations to select while the AvgSupport
increase a lot. This behavior is the same when increasing the num-
ber of similar entities to select. Figure 4(c) shows that AvgSupport
for CrossE increases much faster than with TransE and ANALOGY.
This also demonstrates the effectiveness of CrossE at selecting
similar entities and relations.
To figure out what types of paths and similar structures are easier
to find for the compared models, in Figure 5 for each model we
show the share of AvgSupport for the six types of similar structures.
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Figure 5: Share ofAvgSupport for six similar structure types.
We can see that among all types of similar structures, type 5 is the
one that both TransE and CrossE have the most AvgSupport for.
From our point of view, type 5 is the most natural path in which the
two relation along the path are in same direction with the relation
between h and t . Thus it may be likely to be constructed when a
knowledge graph is constructed. Although the shares of type 1 and
2 are high for ANALOGY, AvgSupport is very low (Figure 4(c)).
In summary, we can state that the modeling and vector-space
assumptions of different KGEs effect the way they explain the pre-
dictions, including the types of path-explanations they can provide.
From these two evaluation tasks, we can conclude that the capa-
bility of KGE on link prediction and explanations are not directly
related. A method that performs well on link prediction may not
necessarily be good at giving explanations. The balance between
prediction accuracy and giving explanations is important.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described a new knowledge graph embedding
named CrossE. CrossE successfully captures the crossover inter-
actions between entities and relations during new triple inference
and achieves state-of-the-art results on link prediction task with
complex linked datasets. We believe that improving the reliability
of embedding method is as important as achieving high accuracy
for prediction. This work is a first step for explaining the prediction
results. There are still much work to do with explanations, such as
how to enable KGEs to give explanation for all predicted triples. In
our future work, we will focus on improving the capability of KGEs
in predict missing triples and also giving more reliable explanations.
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